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Ellery Storm ABSTRACT FLUORESCENCE Bremsstrahlung radiation can be used to excite nearly monoenergetic x rays in secondary targets, which are then used to study the energy response of radiation detectors if the intensity and purity are known. A method is suggested for calculating the spectral intensity of the secondary target radiation, including K-fluorescent x rays, and the bremsstrahlung and characteristic line radiation scattered from the target. Coherent and incoherent scatter are included in the calculation. --. _ !:" To test the theory, bremsstrahlung radiation t%oman x-ray unit operating =m' in the 100-to 300-kV potential range was used to excite K-fluorescent radia->--m %-tion in secondary targets that range in atomic number from 29 to 90. The 2=3;~) =-primary and secondary spectra were measured with NaI, silicon, and ger-;== 3=! z-~m anium detectors. The measured primary spectral intensities were used as ?eo' input to the secondary spectral intensity calculation. Calculated secondarỹ~o l!---spectrã -co were within 20?Z0 agreement with measurement.
$===m' mr Optimization of the secondary target intensity and purity is discussed as a "===0' ofunction of target thickness, potential, and selective filtration. "em~--L . .
I. INTRODUCTION
K-fluorescent x rays excited in a secondary target by photons from the primary target of an x-ray tube have been used to obtain monoenergetic sources in the 1-to 100-keV energy range. 1-3 Fluorescent sources, which have been used for microradiography of histologic sectionsd and for metallurgical microradiography, 5 have found widespread use in energy response measurements of radiation detectors6-13 and as a method of elemental analysis. 14The radiation emitted by the secondary target consists not only of K-fluorescent x rays but also includes the scattered bremsstrahlung contaminant, Consequently, in most applications, one is interested in the purity of the beam as well as the absolute intensity of the K-fluorescent x rays. Purity is defined as the ratio of K photons to total number of photons integrated over the energy spectrum. Purity and intensity can be measured with a photon spectrometer, but it would be useful and of theoretical interest to be able to calculate the spectrum and learn how to adjust the variables to optimize purity and intensity. However, one must first know the primary target spectrum, including both the bremsstrahlung continuum and the characteristic line radiation, to calculate the secondary target spectrum.
In this report, the primary target bremsstrahlung and characteristic line radiation are measured, and a method is suggested for calculating the secondary target K fluorescence and scattered bremsstrahlung and characteristic line radiation. To test its validity, the method was applied to a specific case. A commercial x-ray unit with a tungsten-target tube was used as the primary source. With the x-ray tube operating in the 100-to 300-kV range, intensity as a function of photon energy was measured with a photon spectrometer. Secondary targets, varying in atomic number from 29 to 90, were irradiated by the primary source in a fixed geometry. Radiation from the secondary target was also measured with a photon spectrometer and the results were compared with the calculated spectra. With the Norelco x-ray unit operating at 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 kV, spectral measurements were made with silicon and germanium semiconductors and a NaI scintillator. lb Because each detector distorts a spectrum differently, it was necessary to use H. I. Israel's program 16to obtain a representation of the undistorted spectra. After estimating the undistorted spectrum, the program uses Monte Carlo techniques to distort the spectrum in the same manner as a detector of specified composition, geometry, and resolution.
A first estimate of the undistorted spectra was obtained from theoretical considerations. 17,18The first estimate was distorted by the Israel program, compared to measurement, then revised to bring it more nearly into agreement with measurement. The second estimate was distorted by the program and then compared to measurement. Further revisions were made, and the process was repeated until satisfactory agreement with measurement was achieved. Figure 1 shows the final estimate of the undistorted spectra, which agree within 10% with the spectral measurements obtained with all three detector types. Because the K-lines and K-edge discontinuity were present in the first estimate derived from theory, these same features appear in the undistorted spectra. The spectra in Figure 2 shows the arrangement for irradiating the secondary targets to produce K-fluorescent radiation. The primary source was the Norelco unit described above. Except for the exit window, the tube head was completely encased in a 2.5-cm-thick lead shield mounted vertically on a turntable, A beam-limiting lead diaphragm with a tapered conical hole was attached to the exit window. Positioned against the exit window diaphragm was a lead-lined brass cylinder that served as a holder for the secondary targets and also absorbed the transmitted primary beam. The targets were placed in the primary beam through a slit in the top of the cylinder. The secondary target, with its center 15 cm from the primary target, was at a 45°angle to the central ray of the primary beam. The K-fluorescent beam passed through a 2.2-cm hole in the brass cylinder. An electrically actuated shutter in front of the first diaphragm permitted the fluorescent beam to be stopped without turning off power to the x-ray tube. A 3. O-cm-diam beam-limiting diaphragm was located 8 cm from the first diaphragm. Aluminum filters were placed over this second diaphragm to absorb L x rays produced in the targets. targets Table I lists the 10 targets and their thicknesses.
The targets were cut or pressed into 5-cm-diam disks, Target thicknesses were at least 1 mfp thick for their K x rays. K radiation was assumed to consist of two lines with the combined weighted average of K. plus Kp energies. The filters used to absorb. the L lines produced in the target are also given in the table. K lines produced in the lighter elements of the compounds were <3 keV and were absorbed by the aluminum filters.
Spectra from the secondary target were measured with essentially the same arrangement used with the primary target (Fig. 3 ). Detectors were located 49 m from the targets with an evacuated Orangeburg pipe between the source and detector. The ends of the pipe were covered with 0.0105-g/cmz-thick Mylar windows. Air between the secondary target and first Mylar window, air in the pipe, and air between the second Mylar window and detector totaled 0.047 glcmz in thickness. The silicon, germanium, and NaI detectors used in the primary target measurements were also used in the secondary target measurements. Each of these detectors distorts an xray spectrum differently, and each has its advantages and limitations; these will be discussed when the experimental results are presented. Experimental arrangement for the measurement of x-ray spectra. The Technical Measurements Corporation (TMC) photon spectroscopy system included a lithiumdrifted silicon detector, a cryogenic chamber, an ion pump with power supply, anda 10-1 liquid nitrogen reservoir. The silicon disk was 0.3cm thick and 1.27 cm in diameter with a 0.5-~m-thick dead layer. A 0.025-cm-thick beryllium window was mounted in the cryogenic chamber parallel to the plane of the detector so that entering photons were normal to the surface. The first stage of the TMC preamplifier was inside the cryogenic chamber at liquid nitrogen temperature, and its output signal was fed to an Ortec model 410 amplifier. detector was a 7.6-cm-diam by 7.6-cm-deep cylindrical thallium-activated NaI crystal, optically coupled by a quartz light pipe to an RCA model 8054 photomultiplier tube; the entire unit was contained in a 0.274 -g/cmz-thick aluminum can, Its output signal was fed to a Victoreen Instrument Company preamplifier model SPA-C and amplifier model SA-
1.
The detectors were completely shielded except for their windows and rested against the detector aperture. Alignment was made both optically and by intensity measurements. Background was subtracted with the x-ray unit on and with the shutter over the fluorescent source.
Pulse height analysis of all spectra was performed with a Victoreen Scipp 400-channel analyzer that was housed with the amplifiers and output equipment in a small trailer near the detector. The analyzer gain was set so that one channel width corresponded to a 1-keV interval. This setting was checked daily before and after each run, and it was seldom necessary to adjust the fine gain. Gammaray emitting isotopes were used to calibrate the spectrometer. These included the 22-keV 10gCd line, the 60-keV zAIAm line, the 122-keV STCOline, and the 279-keV zOsHg line.
Spectral measurements were made with the x-ray unit operating at 100, 200, and 300 kV. Because the secondary target intensities were considerably smaller than the primary target intensities, increased tube currents, longer counting times, and larger detector apertures were used to measure the fluorescent spectra. Table II and  primary excitation potentials of 100, 200, and 300 kV. Measurement is shown by the actual data points, and theoretical results (described later) are shown by the solid line.
The spectra observed with the silicon detector are shown in Fig. 4 for copper, NaBr, and molybdenum targets. Of the three detectors, silicon had the best resolution but Doorest efficiency. 16 The FWHM . resolution was 1 and 2 keV at photon energies of 10 and 100 keV, respectively. As a result, the K lines are relatively narrow. However, the silicon efficiency curve falls rapidly above 20 keV, decreasing to 10% at 60 keV and to 2°% at 100 keV. Thus, the contribution of the scattered spectrum to the total intensity appears to be insignificant.
The thicker and denser germanium detector was considerably more efficient than the silicon detector, and gave truer representation of the importance of the scattered spectrum. The germanium detector's efficiency was essentially 1.0 below 100 keV, and fell off rapidly at the higher energies. The germanium measurements are shown in Figs. 5-8. Resolution of the germanium detector was poorer than that of the silicon detector, being 2-and 3-keV FWHM at photon energies of 10 and 100 keV, respectively. The Km and K@ lines do not separate until Z = 64. Escape peaks appear 10 keV below the K lines. As can be seen from the measurements, the usefulness of the germanium detector was limited to energies >20 keV because of large detector leakage currents.
The NaI detector had the best efficiency, the poorest resolution, and the largest escape peaks of the three detectors (see Figs. 9-12) . Resolution of the NaI detector was 4-and 10-keV FWHM at photon energies of 10 and 100 keV, respectively. Separation of the K. and Kd lines does not occur even at Z = 90, although the presence of the Ke line is apparent Silicon-measured copper, NaBr, and molybdenum spectra.
n-l-r-%+-++ : ..-. Fig. 9 . NaI-measwed molybdenum and silver spectra.
"'F---- ;.+%. -. NoI-measured lead and thorium spectra. . above Z = 56 from the non Gaussian distribution of the photopeak. Above Z = 56 the escape peaks also appear -30 keV below the K lines. Because the NaI efficiency was 0.9 at 300 keV, the NaI spectra give the clearest representation of the scattered spectrum.
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In the spectral measurements shown in Figs. 4-12 , the target thicknesses (Table I) For example, the equipment described here has been used to measure the photon energy response of instruments used in personnel dosimetry, health physics surveys, radiation laboratory measurements, x-ray astronomy, and nuclear-device tests. Descriptions of similar calibration facilities at Battelle Memorial Institute, S,lo Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 6,7 and EG&G Las Vegas Division 11have been reported. presented a catalog of fluorescent spectral measurements with and without prefilters (which reduce low-energy scatter) and postfilters (which preferentially attenuate K6 lines to obtain purer K= lines). The spectra were presented in figures without numerical values for either intensity or photon energy.
The EG&G reports 11 described a 75-kV x-ray unit used to obtain fluorescent x rays. Spectral measurements were given for 11 targets in terms of relative intensity. The measurements made by Battelle and EG&G indicated more low-energy scatter than the present measurements because of thinner inherent filtration.
In effect, there do not appear to be any measurements that can be directly compared with the secondary-target spectral measurements given here. In addition, no attempt seems to have been made to predict the secondary target spectra theoretically. Because each point on the secondary target is not the same distance from the primary target, the target is irradiated nonuniformly. At the secondary target position, the irradiated area is elliptical. Along the major axis, the point closest to the primary target is the most intense and the point farthest is the least intense. However, because the most intense point is farthest and the least intense point closest to the fluorescent diaphragm of area Af, the intensity is essentially uniform at the diaphragm when the target is oriented 45°with respect to the primary beam. In effect, the geometry results in a uniform 2.2-cm-diam circular source located at the fluorescent diaphragm.
Films placed at various distances from the fluorescent diaphragm showed that the intensity was uniform over a circular region and fell off gradually at the edges. The diameter df of the central uniform region was proportional to source-to-detector distance rd and was given by d~= 0.08 rd for rd >15 cm. Ionization chamber measurements demonstrated that for distances > 15 cm, the inverse square law was obeyed within 2'% if distances were measured from the fluorescent diaphragm to the detector.
Referring once more to Fig. 15 , the primary beam produces K-fluorescent radiation in the secondary target, and scatters both incoherently and coherently from the target. The K and scattered photons pass through the fluorescent diaphragm, area Af, As mentioned earlier, the undistorted "measured" spectra shown in Fig. 1 , which include inherent filtration, will be assumed in the following calculation to represent the primary spectral distributions, The decrease in incident beam intensity in passing through an infinitesimal layer dx is, by differen-
If dIinteraCtiO= -dIx is the intensity of the photons interacting in the layer dx, then from Eq. (1) the interaction intensity in terms of I~~i~~~is dI . = (r @rna#rr2)~k Interact ion
In the energy region of interest, 10< k S 300 keV, the total attenuation coefficient is the sum of the photoelectric (~k), coherent (UCOh ), and incoherent (~i~J coefficients, i.e., C. K Photons K.-and K@-photon intensities can be calculated from the first term in Eq. (6) . The photoelectric coefficient, ?k, represents the probability of a photon interaction occurring in any of the atomic shells. If UK/aT is the ratio of K shell to total shell interactions, then (~k) (aK/ a'r) is the probability of a photon interacting only with atomic K shells. Of the photons interacting with atomic K shells, only a fraction produce K. photons.~UK is the ratio of K photons produced to K-shell interactions and K./KT is the ratio of K. to total K photons produced, then the probability of photons with energy k producing K. photons iS (lk)(uK/uT) (wK)(ILJKT). written as the sum of three terms.
lnc (6) )(CI.X.
Integration over the total thickness t of the target with o = 45°gives
However, K. photons are produced only photons in the incident spectrum with energies by between kK, the K-edge energy, and h = To, the maximum photon energy or the accelerating potential of the primary x-ray tube. Thus, the K.-photon intensity produced by photons with energy kK =k<~and emitted from the target is
Similarly, the Ko-photon intensity emitted from the target is
where IKaand I%are in units of photons/s-mA-sr.
The numerical values used in this calculation for @K, a./a,, Ka~~, K@/K~, #Ka, and Y.p are listed in Table III . Photoelectric~~and total p~attenuation coefficients are given in Tables IV and V, 
D. Coherently Scattered Photons
The coherently scattered photon intensity can be calculated from the second term in Eq. (6). The coherent scattering coefficient~COhrepresents the probability of a coherent interaction occurring, summed over all angles of photon emission. Figure 15 shows that only photons leaving the secondary target at a 90°angle to the incident beam are recorded by the detector. Therefore, UCOh must be replaced by dnCO~df2, which represents the probability that a photon with energy k will interact coherently in the layer dx and a scattered photon will emerge in the direction of the detector within the solid angle d$l. In Rayleigh or coherent scatter, a photon with energy k interacts with atomic electrons and is reradiated with the same energy k. Coherently scat- 
with O = 45°, gives The probability of coherent interaction is given by the probability of an incoherent interaction occurrthe Thomson scattering equation with corrections ing summed over all angles of photon emission, must for electron binding be replaced by duiJdf2, which represents the probability that a photon with energy k will interact incoherently in the layer dx and that a scattered photon with energy k' will emerge in the direction of the detector within the solid angle dfl.
In traveling from dx to the target surface, the scattered photon is attenuated by exp [-pk x/cos 0], where~k' is the total attenuation coefficient of the scattered photon with energy k'.
Thus the incoherently scattered photon intensity (13) leaving the target in the direction of the detector from layer dx is 
wh~re ao=k/mOc2, the incident photon energy. The differential form ofthe Klein-Nishina equation gives the cross section for photon deflection at a given angle @ and transferor momentum tothe electron as ' though it were free. S is the incoherent scattering function or probability that an atom will rise to an excited or 4onized state when the photon imparts a recoil momentum q to any of the atomic electrons. Incoherent scattering functions used in the calculation were those of Cromer and Mann 20 and
Cromer. 21 Values of duinC/dQ for @ = 90°are given in Table VII for the targets used. Table VIII gives the total attenuation coefficients~k! of the scattered photons. 22The coherently scattered K edge and incoherently scattered K' -edge energies are listed in Table 111for the secondary targets, together with the tungsten coherently and incoherently scattered Kedge and K-line energies.
F. Total Photons at the Detector
The solid angle subtended at the detector is Ad/rd 2, where Ad is the detector aperture area and rd
is the distance from the fluorescent diaphragm to the + p k 1 ) t } Jdetector aperture. Thus, the total photon intensity incident on the detector is (17) where Ii~Cis in units of photons/s-mA-keV-sr.
The cross section for photons interacting incoherently is given by the Klein-Nishina equation with corrections for electron binding h, and rim are given by Eqs. (9), (10), (12), an (17), respectively.
IV. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT AND THEORY

A. Undistorted Scattered Spectra
Typical undistorted scattered spectra calculated for secondary targets of Z = 42, 64, and 82 are shown in Fig. 16 for a 250-kV potential. The coherent continuum calculated from Eq. (12) Table III. For purposes of discussion, the scattered spectra in Fig. 16 may be divided into three energy regions: a lower region k < K lines, a middle region K lines <k < k' o, and an upper region k > k'O. In the lower region, the coherent and incoherent interactions contribute to the intensity, with the former tending to dominate. In the middle region, the incoherent interaction is responsible for most of the scattered intensity. In the upper region, only coherent scattering occurs. Thus, the calculated total 90°scattered spectra possess the complicated structured shape shown in Fig. 16 . The incoherent cutoff energy k'O given by Eq. (14) varies with operating potential, having values of 84, 116, 144, 168, and 189 keV for potentials of 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 kV, respectively.
B. Comparison of Spectral Distributions
The spectral distribution at the detector is given by Eq. (19) . As with the primary beam, the spectra are distorted by the detectors, and the measurements show that each of the three detectors distorts the spectra differently. To compare theory with measurement, the calculated spectra were distorted using the Monte Carlo program developed by Israel. 16 As described above, the geometry and resolution of the detector are input data, and the program distorts the calculated spectrum so that it can be compared directly with measurement.
Results are shown in Figs. 4-14 , where the solid lines are the distorted calculated spectra. The structured shapes appearing in the calculated spectra of Fig. 16 are for the most part obscured by detector distortions. Figure 4 gives the silicon detector results for Z = 29, 35, and 42 and potentials of 100, 200, and 300 keV. The measured and calculated K-photon intensities tend to agree, but the poor silicon detector efficiency causes the counting rate to be low and the measured points to scatter appreciably, making it difficult to compare the results of the 90°scattered spectra. Figures 5-8 give the germanium detector results for 42 < Z s 90, and the measured and calculated K-photon intensities tend to agree.
Counting rates are higher and measurements of the 90°scattered spectra are in better agreement with calculation; the points tend to scatter about the calculated line. The largest discrepancies occur at <20 keV, caused in part by large detector leakage currents. Figures 9-12 give the NaI detector results for 42 s Z <90, and the agreement is quite good.
Again, poorest agreement occurs at <20 keV, where measured Compton scatter is larger than calculated. For these measurements, metallic gadolinium was used instead of the oxide powder. Measured and calculated spectra show the same trend when the target thickness is varied. The discrepancies are similar to those described above and appear to be associated with the type of detector. In summary, although there are regions where large discrepancies occur, particularly at <20 keV, the overall agreement between measured and calculated spectra is good and tends to be within 20%.
C. Comparison of Total Intensities
The total number of K. plus Kti photons emitted from the target can be estimated from the spectrometer measurements by summing the total number of counts under the photo and escape peaks and subtracting the continuum. This procedure was applied to spectral measurements obtained at potentials of 100, 200, and 300 kV (Figs. 4-12) and to spectral measurements obtained at 150 and 250 kV (not shown). The total number of K photons emitted from the target, as estimated from the spectrometer measurements, with corrections for aluminum and detector filtration, is plotted as a function of primary potential TO in Fig. 17 for each of the 10 secondary targets. The total K., K@ intensity was also calculated from Eqs. (9) and (10) , and the results are given by the solid curves in Fig. 17 . In all cases, the measured points are within 15% of the calculated curves.
As an additional check on the theory, the intensity from the targets was measured in roentgens with a free-air ionization chamber. In Fig. 18 , the measured intensities 15 cm from the secondary target are plotted as a function of primary potential for each of the 10 secondary targets. The total calculated K., KB, coherent, and incoherent photon intensity, with corrections for aluminum and air attenuation, is also given in Fig. 18 by the solid curves for a secondary target-to-detector distance of 15 cm. Because the free-air chamber measured the scattered radiation and the K-line radiation, the scattered contribution was included in the calculation. For the higher Z materials, the measured points tend to fall above the calculated curves at the higher potentials, but in all cases, the points are within 20% of the calculated curves. 
V. OPTIMIZATION OF K-PHOTON INTEN-SITY AND PURITY
A. Target Thickness
The target thickness appears in the (l-e -I It) terms of the K-photon equations, Eqs. (9) and (10), and the scatter equations, Eqs. (12) and (17) . The K photon and scatter intensities increase with thickness, approaching a maximum value exponentially. Because 1-e '~t = 1 when t =~, maximum intensities are obtained with infinitely thick targets. Intensities were calculated for thicknesses in the range 0.01 s t < 10 g/cm 2 and were compared with the intensities obtained with infinitely thick targets. Tables IV-VIII;~Kaand   are listed in Table III . % he K-photon curves in Fig. 19 behave differently with atomic number than do the scatter curves in Fig. 20 . For a given target thickness, the fraction of the maximum K-photon intensity is largest for the lowest Z and decreases as Z increases, whereas the fraction of the maximum scattered intensity is largest for the highest Z and decreases as Z decreases.
The K-photon behavior with Z is explained by considering that K-photon energies increase with Z, and attenuation coefficients are large at low energies, tending to decrease as energy increases. For example, the K. energy for Z = 29 is 8 keV and~Ka= 50.2 (Table III) , whereas the K. energy for Z = 90 is 92 keV and u%= 2.21. Hence, the 8-keV photon is In most applications, target thicknesses are required that maximize either the K-photon intensity or the purity. Purity is plotted in Fig. 23 The purity of those target thicknesses giving 0.5, 0.75, 0.9, and 0.99 of the maximum attainable Kphoton intensity is shown in Fig. 24 as a function of Z for potentials of 150 and 250 kV. For Z <50, purity decreases as the fraction of the maximum attainable K-photon intensity increases. For Z >50, purity increases as the fraction increases. Hence, for Z <50 one must choose between intensity and purity. For Z > 50, thicker targets give higher intensity and purity.
In summary, maximum K-photon intensity with the minimum scatter and maximum purity is obtained with target thicknesses labeled 0.99 in Fig. 21 . Thicknesses larger than these will significantly increase the scatter but not the K-photon intensity. For Z <50, purity can be improved by using thinner targets and sacrificing K-photon intensity. For example, at Z = 29 and To = 250 kV, a target thickness of 0.01 instead of 0.06 g/cm 2 increases the purity from 0.62 to 0.90, but decreases the K-photon intensity by one-half.
Target thicknesses labeled 0.99 in Fig. 21 for TO = 250 kV were used in the remainder of the calculations discussed in this report. 
B. Primary Potential
The units in which an instrument is calibrated depend upon the intended application.
In general, radiation laboratory instruments are calibrated in photons, x-ray astronomy and nuclear test detectors in ergs, and personnel dosimeters and health physics instruments in roentgens. Because the intensity of each unit is of interest, and purity varies with the unit of measurement, calculations were performed for each of these units.
The potential appears in the K photon and scatter equations in the Iprimary term, which represents the spectral distribution of the primary beam (Fig. 1) . Total K-photon intensities were calculated from Eqs. (9) and (10), and total scattering intensities by summing Eqs. (12) and (17) over the photon energy range.
In Fig. 25 , K-photon and scattered intensities are plotted in units of photons, ergs, and roentgens as a function of Z for each of the five potentials. The Kphoton curves are strongly dependent on Z, varying in intensity by one to two orders of magnitude. The curves tend to be bell-shaped, with the intensity peaking near Z = 50-60. At higher potentials, the curves tend to rise in the upper Z region. The shape of the scatter curves is similar for a fixed potential, being relatively flat at low Z, rising between Z = 60-70 before leveling off again. Scatter varies by no more than a factor of 2 to 3 over the range 29< Z s 90.
Purity is plotted in Fig. 26 as a function of Z for the five potentials. Although purity is a dimensionless ratio, it varies with the intensity units. The photon curves peak at Z = 50-60 and decrease at low and high Z. Thus intensity and purity curves peak in the middle-Z region and fall off at both ends. 
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continue to level off at still higher potentials. When the potential is increased from 100 to 300 kV, about a factor of 5 increase for Z <50 and a factor of 10 increase for Z > 50 is obtained in the K-photon intensity, whereas an order of magnitude increase in scatter intensity is obtained at all Z.
It is evident from Fig. 27 that in the 100-to 300-kV potential range the x-ray tube should be operated at the highest potential to maximize K-photon intensity. However, because scatter also increases with potential, purity of the radiation must be considered. Purity is plotted in Fig. 28 in roentgens and photons and in Fig. 29 in ergs as a function of overvoltage UO = T,-JTK, where TK is the secondary target K-edge energy. For UO < 1, K-photon intensity and purity are zero. Because the photoelectric coefficient is a maximum at the upper K edge, for a given Z, the purity curve rises rapidly for U. >1, In roentgens, purity increases, reaches a maximum near UO = 3, and remains relatively constant out to UO= 30. In photons, the curves reach a maximum in the range 3 < UO < 5 and then decrease. In ergs, maximum purity is reached more rapidly, but the region of constancy is in the narrower range 2< UO < 3 and purity decreases more rapidly.
Ln summary, maximum K-photon intensity is obtained at maximum potential. In roentgens, maximum purity also occurs at the highest potential. Hence, a 300-kV potential will give maximum intensity and purity for all 10 targets. At 300 kV, purity is >0.95 for 29 S Z 5 64, but gradually decreases for higher Z, and reaches a low of 0.87 for Z = 90.
In photons, for Z = 29, purity improves from 0.56 at 300 kV to 0.73 at 100 kV. Similarly, for Z = 35, purity improves from 0.78 at 300 kV to 0.89 at 100 kV. If the K-photon intensity at 300 kV is taken as C. Kp Filter Table IX lists the K= and K8 energies of the 10 targets. The K. and KO lines are separated by <4 keV and for Z < 50. However, the separation increases with Z and is 14 keV at Z = 90. A more monoenergetic source is required in calibration, if the instrument response is changing rapidly or Kedge structure is to be resolved. The K8 contribution can be ;educed, with minimum reduction in the K.-line, by using a filter with a K-edge energy between the K. and K@ energies. A list of K@ filters which can be used with the 10 targets is given in Table IX.  The table lists the Kd-filter atomic number, K-edge energy, and thickness that reduces the K@-to-K= ratio to 0.02. Also, the fraction of the K. intensity transmitted by the K@ filter is given.
To demonstrate how the K@ filter alters the secondary target spectrum, calculated spectra are given for a low-Z (42) target in Fig. 30 and a high-Z (82) target in Fig. 31 , with and without a K6 filter. With a Z = 42 target, the KB filter (Z =41) reduces the KP-to-K. ratio to 0.02, decreases the K. intensity to one-half, and has little effect on the scatter intensity. With a Z = 82 target, the KB filter (Z = 78) reduces the K6-to-K. ratio to 0.02, decreases the K.
intensity to one-fourth, and appreciably reduces the scatter intensity. K purity has been defined by the ratio (IK= + IW)/(IKa+ IKP+ Is), where I% I% and Is are the L, K6 , and scatter intensities, respectively. If thel ine is considered a contaminant, the K. purity is defined by the ratio (IQ/(IKa+ IKP+ Is). Tables X-XII list calculated values of 1% IW IS, K purity, and K. purity in photons, ergs, and roentgens, respectively for the 10 secondary targets 29 < Z s 90. Intensities were calculated for target thicknesses labeled 0.99 in Fig. 21 .
Ln roentgens the scatter intensity Is is so small that the reduction of the K@ line resulta in significant improvement in K. purity for all 10 targets. In photons and ergs, however, the scatter intensity is 
